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Abstract. This paper presents a quantifiable method by which the be-
haviors of robots, as determined by their performance in a cyber-physical
context, can be captured and generalized so that accurate predictions of
sequentially coordinated multirobot behaviors can be made. The analy-
sis technique abstracts sequentially coordinated multirobot missions as a
frequentist inference problem. Rather than attempt to identify and put
into a causal relation all the hidden and unknown cyber-physical influ-
ences that can have an impact on mission performance, we model the
problem as that of predicting multirobot performance as a conditional
probability. This allows us to initially limit the testing and evaluation of
robot performance to evaluations of atomistic behaviors, and to exper-
iment mathematically with the combinations of predictive features and
elementary performance metrics to derive accurate predictions of higher-
level coordinated performance. Statistical tests on the goodness of the
results are reported, as well.

Keywords: coordinated autonomy, coordinated multi-robot reliability
analysis, robotics, reliability engineering, quantitative assurance, robotic
de-mining

1 Introduction

Autonomous non-teleoperated robots are becoming more ubiquitous and com-
mercially viable. They are being utilized in applications as diverse as: agriculture
[11], automated delivery systems [2], terrestrial and planetary exploration [9, 3],
water quality monitoring, flood disaster mitigation and depth buoy verification
[19]. Most of these missions are designed to provide the two functionalities of
scanning a surface, which we call covering terrain, and detecting objects. Com-
mon performance quality attributes of those services are time (e.g. as quickly as
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possible) and energy (e.g. with the given energy resources). Often it can be pro-
hibitively expensive to design individual robots with near-perfect performance or
wide-ranging capabilities so multirobot missions are configured to cost-effectively
improve performance. Yet, the act of simply adding multiple robots to a mission
does not necessarily improve overall mission results. As cyber-physical agents,
robots need to share physical space or they get in the way of each other [16],
hence coordination is introduced to manage the use of shared space for a given
time. As a general performance modifier, coordination can help improve over-
all mission outcome by improving multirobot performance on task (e.g. terrain
coverage, object detection), by improving the means by which the tasks are per-
formed (e.g. quickly, energy-efficiently), and by avoiding unintended performance
degredation by managing shared physical resources such as time and space.

Sequential coordination is a term that we coin to describe the common and
simplistic form whereby either the robot operator or the robots themselves de-
lay the order in which they deploy in the mission area. Both homogeneous and
heterogeneous groups of robots can be coordinated in this way. For the same se-
quential physical deployment sequence, information can be aggregated according
to different policies to improve the effectiveness of the multirobot mission.

The focus of this paper is to introduce a quantifiable method by which the
behaviors of robots, as determined by their performance in a cyber-physical con-
text, can be captured and generalized so that accurate predictions of sequentially
coordinated multirobot behaviors can be made. This is what we refer to as relia-
bility analysis. Reliability analysis seeks to understand systems quantifiably and
predictively so that trade-off decisions can be made for all aspects of a system or
application life cycle: design, development, testing, implementation, acquisition,
maintenance and obsolesence. The results of such analyses and the methods for
using them comprise the discipline of reliability engineering [8, 10].

Multirobot reliability analysis is as yet a nascent engineering discipline [14]
and in great demand as indicated by a recent report [1]. One body of work treats
the robot as a physical component with its particular failure rate, and analyzes
how to guarantee mission success in light of dynamic substitution or on-the-fly
repair via cannibalization [18]. More recent work seeks to quantify energy usage
and management [13] and devise acceptance tests via simulation for unmanned
ground vehicles [12] applied to modeling component behavior such as torque
motors. While not considered contributions to reliability engineering, the human
factors community has invested much effort in analyzing human factors issues
involved in human use of a robot and multirobot team, as exemplified by [7].
While researchers in coordinated multi-agent and multirobot systems provide
validations of their systems through extensive mission-specific testing [15], their
focus has been more on proving the viability of the implemented and deployed
system rather than on contributing a reliability analysis technique.

Inspired by investigations in dependability metrics [6], probabilistic reliabil-
ity engineering [17], and the work documented in [4, 5], we developed an anal-
ysis technique that abstracts sequentially coordinated multirobot missions as a
frequentist inference problem. Rather than attempt to identify and put into a
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causal relation all the hidden and unknown cyber-physical influences that can
have an impact on mission performance, we model the problem as that of pre-
dicting multirobot performance as a conditional probability. That is, we identify
features in the cyber-physical environment, such as estimated likelihood of there
being a mine in the terrain, type of terrain, and policy for combining indepen-
dent verifications, and probabilisticly evaluate the likelihood of any number of
performance metrics given those preconditions. This allows us to initially limit
the testing and evaluation of robot performance to evaluations of atomistic be-
haviors, and to experiment mathematically with the combinations of predictive
features — environmental influence as well as the policies for combining evi-
dence during sequential coordination — and elementary performance metrics,
such as true/false positive and true/false negative rates of detection, to derive
accurate predictions of higher-level coordinated performance. Statistical tests on
the goodness of the results are reported, as well.

The paper is organized as follows. The sequentially coordinated minesweeping
scenario, involving real robots on a physical terrain, is described in Section 2.
Section 3 describes the performance of individual robots in two different modes
of operation; this simulates diversity of individual robotic capability. Section
4 describes the policies by which independent robot observations are combined.
Section 5 describes our conditional probabilistic models. Their predictive abilities
are described and evaluated in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 The Minesweeping Scenario

Minesweeping is an operation with salient characteristics in common with the
common sequentially coordinated multirobot missions mentioned in the Intro-
duction. Covering terrain is as important as the ability to detect objects within
the terrain. Quality attributes are: quick completion and best accuracy possible,
that is, zero or near-zero false positive and false negative detection rates. Uncer-
tainties are introduced by: unknown density of mines in the terrain, drift during
locomotion, imprecise localization within the mission area, and signal/noise con-
fusion during mine detection. Within each of these categories of uncertainties,
variation and finer-grained details can be introduced, such as: terrain obstacles to
provide hard constraints, variation of soil type, variation of obstacle dimensions,
and subclassification of mine type.

A number of considerations inform the design of the virtual mine. The first
is the “terrain” in which the mines are placed. The terrain is simulated as an
8-square-by-8-square checkerboard of black and white tiles. Each of the resultant
sixty-four 5” x 5” tiles corresponds to the configuration space of an individual
robot. Similar discretizations of terrain are common in practice. The alternating
white/black checkerboard colors are chosen for two reasons: (1) as an artifact
of the experiment that assists the observability of the robot on the terrain, and
(2) the differences of terrain color roughly approximate soil types, which add
to the operational signal/noise confusion of a sensor operating on that terrain.
While the alternating colors are an experimental device, they introduce truly
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Fig. 1: (1a) Actual vs. Perceived Location with spike due to error. (1b) Mine-
field (red border) and the environment (checkerboard) within the arena (black
border).

unpredictable and realistic uncertainty into the test environment terrain model,
forming an analog to real world detection problems.

The second consideration is how to represent a mine. Each mine is represented
as a simple color patch. By printing a desired shape, patten, and color intensity,
various mine profiles can be created. For example, to simulate the strength of the
mine detection signal due to material composition and/or depth in the ground,
the color transparency of the simulated mines can be varied. The patch is most
color-saturated in the center of the circle (i.e., 100% blue) and a linear gradient
transforms the mine to the desired background color (i.e., 100% white or 100%
black) towards the edge of the mine. A transparency is applied to the mine to
change its color intensity. This allows some mines to be more easily detected
than others. For our testing, a total of twelve mine types were created, 6 on a
black background and 6 on a white background, with each of those six mines
having a transparency varying from 0% to 75% in 15% increments. The diameter
of the mine was set to 5”, which corresponds to the size of the checkerboard tiles.
A sample of the mines is provided in Fig. 2a.

The mine-to-background color intensity signal follows a predictable waveform
pattern as the robot scans the terrain. A mine on a black background appears
as a peak, whereas a mine on a white background appears as a valley. All mine
types are distinct, i.e., each is defined by a large peak, and no two mines peak
at the same value. The recorded profiles for mines drawn in blue are provided
in Fig. 2b.

While this method is simple to implement and can quickly be altered by
printing new mines and/or terrain, all printed objects are subject to variations
in the saturation of printed (non-white) colors. Additionally, no two color sensors
are perfectly matched and they may read slightly different values for the same
patch of color. For the purposes of introducing signal-to-noise [SnR] confusion
and uncertainty, the technique described is effective. It creates a non-trivial
problem to solve that has a believable correspondence with real world robotic
sensors.
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Fig. 2: (2a) Top Row: white & black background with 0% transparency. Bottom
Row: black & white background with 45% transparency. (2b) Color intensity
values based on transparency for black & white backgrounds.

There are two primary tasks for the minesweeping robot in this project.
The first task is navigation, i.e., the robot must determine how to get from
one waypoint to another. The second task is mine detection. As the robot is
navigating an environment, it must process color sensor data to determine if it
traverses a virtual mine. To accomplish these tasks, the robot has been provided
two primary subsystems: one for locomotion and the other for mine detection.

The color sensor is placed under the center of the robot. It allows the robot
to see light intensity and color at an optimal range of approximately 3/4 inch
(19.05mm). It is used as input to the mine detection algorithm, which will be
described later. A holonomic driving base (multi-directional wheels) was chosen
as the locomotion method to reduce the likelihood of drift while turning.

Two modes of operation have been defined for this robot. Mode 1 provides
a fast but inaccurate scan, where data analysis is limited to a few data points.
Mode 2 provides a slower but much more accurate scan. It attempts to collect
significantly more data samples in order to form a full color intensity profile for
every square that it scans. A result is provided only after a Mode 2 robot has
collected enough data to understand the color intensity profile of the square.

While a number of metrics can be defined for mission evaluation, this research
uses a 2x2 contingency table for its ability to provide statistical significance of
binary classifications. A contingency table with its related terminology is pro-
vided in Table 1. Note that ‘Predicted’ describes how the robot has identified the
grid locations (mine or no mine) while ‘Actual’ is the ground truth as tabulated
across all of the printed minefields.

From this contingency table, the metrics of precision, recall and accuracy can
be defined. Precision is the probability of a mine given that there is a detection.
Recall is the probability of a detection given that there is a mine. Accuracy
attempts to combine all of the results observed in the contingency table, though
it is desensitized by the high number of true negatives inherent to this scenario.
This metric is useful for examination but may not show the differences in the
mine detection algorithm as clearly as the other metrics.
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Fig. 3: (3a) Color intensity transition profiles for detecting mine on black back-
ground. (3b) Example detection errors due to thread starvation. Top: bad signal
Bottom: good signal

Table 1: Contingency table definition.

P
re

d
ic

te
d

Actual

Yes No

Yes True Pos (TP) False Pos (FP)

No False Neg (FN) True Neg (TN)

Precision=
TP

TP + FP
(1)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2)

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
(3)

Lastly, metrics related to mission duration are also considered. This includes
the maximum, mean and minimum durations. Time is often a critical aspect of
a mission, and this is especially true in mine detection scenarios, where mines
must be identified as soon as possible to avoid accidental detonation.

3 Atomistic Performance Evaluation

Our initial investigations seek to determine if it is possible or not to predict team
performance based on atomistic evaluations of the individuals. This involves
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Fig. 4: (4a) Performance summary for Mode 1 operation. (4b) Combined mine
detection percentages (recall) for each mine transparency level during Mode 1
operation.

quantifying the performance of individual team members. The evaluation results
of each of the robots described in this paper are provided, below.

3.1 Mode 1 Individual Performance

Mode 1 operation consists of a fast but inaccurate mine detection algorithm
combined with a lawnmower-type navigation scan pattern. A total of 80 data
collection runs were completed to form a training data set. From these data, a
contingency table was created for each run and the precision, recall and accuracy
were computed. These results are combined in Table 4a, where the maximum,
mean, and minimum of each metric are shown. Additionally, Fig. 4b breaks down
the combined mine detection recall by the mine transparency level.

As expected, the Mode 1 mine detection algorithm is not very accurate.
This is evident from the precision (brought down by a high proportion of false
positives) and the recall (brought down by a low proportion of true positives).
Fig. 4b, however, affirms the representation of our mine field, as highly satu-
rated mines are detected much more frequently than high transparency mines.
The only exception to this is the 45% transparency mines, which are detected
slightly more frequently than the 30% transparency mines. This may be due to
the distribution of the mines on the minefield and whether or not a mine was
on a waypoint. It is anticipated that mines on a waypoint will have a higher
probability of detection, as the navigation algorithm homes in on the center of
the square.

Time to completion is a common robotic performance quality attribute. Ta-
ble 4a summarizes mission duration values. The longest (worst) duration was
2.78 minutes, shortest (best) duration was 2.31 minutes, and the mean mission
duration was 2.5 minutes.
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Fig. 5: (5a) Performance summary for Mode 2 operation. (5b) Combined mine
detection percentages (recall) for each mine transparency level during Mode 2
operation.

3.2 Mode 2 Individual Performance

Mode 2 operation consists of a slower but more accurate mine detection algo-
rithm than Mode 1. This algorithm only scans specified grid locations, and so
it was provided with all 64 grid locations in order to scan the entire map. Due
to the extended mission duration, only five runs were completed for each of 8
maps, yielding a total of 40 data collection runs. The mine detection metrics are
computed as before, with the results provided in Table 5a and the breakdown
of the mine detection levels in Fig. 5b.

These results affirm the accuracy of the improved detection algorithm. There
is a very low number of false positives and false negatives, resulting in a much
higher precision and recall. The detection levels for each of the individual mine
types fit our expectations as well, though Fig. 4b shows considerably better
performance than Mode 1 operation. These results do not come for free, however;
this algorithm requires much more time to complete its mission, over 8 minutes.
Depending on the mission objectives, the benefits of this algorithm may not
warrant the increased run time.

4 Coordinated Missions

Two coordinated missions are evaluated. The first is a homogeneous team of
Mode 1 robots with 2-4 members. The second is a heterogeneous team with
one Mode 1 and one Mode 2 robot. In the homogeneous team, all members are
tasked with scanning the minefield independently from one other. Deployment
of each robot is staggered by 15 seconds to avoid collisions, and the final results
are compiled once all robots have completed scanning the minefield. In the het-
erogeneous team, the Mode 1 robot assumes a scout role, scanning the minefield
at the quicker of the two rates. The Mode 2 robot assumes a verification role.
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Its departure is delayed by 15 seconds from when it receives the way point of
the square to scan from a scout. A Mode 2 robot will only scan the grid lo-
cation that the scout robot identified as having a mine, and either confirm or
refute the scout’s classification. The evidence from the two robots’ observations
is combined according to the below policies.

In multirobot missions it is highly unlikely that all robots make the same
observations. This is due to inaccuracies in the navigation system (i.e., no two
robots will scan the exact same path) and variations in color sensor sensitivities.
In cases where the robots disagree with one another, a decision must be made
how to resolve the disagreement. We evaluated the three decision policies of the
following list for their effectiveness at improving the mine detection results of
coordinated multirobot missions. Policies 1 and 2 are applied only to the homo-
geneous team configuration, while Policy 3 is only applied to the heterogeneous
team configuration.

Policy 1. All robots must be in agreement that there is a mine in a given
location (‘and’ logic). The benefit of this policy is that the number of false
positives should be greatly decreased, as not all robots will experience false
positives in the same location. It is unlikely, however, that all robots will
have detected all of the mines on the map and consequently, the number of
true positives will therefore suffer.

Policy 2. Any robot can make a detection and it will be included in the
aggregate result (‘or’ logic). The benefit of this policy is that everything
is included and that the recall should increase. Unfortunately, every false
positive is also included, thus decreasing the precision of the aggregate result.
More conservative policies like this may be more beneficial in a real world
mission due to the extremely high cost for missing even a single mine.

Policy 3. One robot’s detection results are weighted more heavily than another.
This is of value in heterogeneous teams where two robots perform very differ-
ently from one another, such as a team consisting of the two robots described
in this paper. In that case, the robot with the better mine detection algo-
rithm is probably more trustworthy and should be given extra consideration.

5 Predictions

Our hypothesis is that atomistic testing provides the necessary data to build
predictive models. These models can then be used to make quality assurance
statements about the reliability of coordinated missions. Predictions include
probability distributions for the number of detections (as true or false positives)
and derivative measures, such as precision, recall, and accuracy.

To explain our model, consider the example arenas in Fig. 6. The black
and white squares represent the environment, where blue circles represent the
presence of a mine and orange triangles represent the robot’s waypoints. The
red arrows denote the robot’s projected path. It is desirable to achieve balance
between the model’s simplicity and accuracy, with each depending on the number
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of aforementioned features included. While all the details in the arena of Fig. 6
(left) can be included, only the presence of a mine is considered in the simplified
arena of Fig. 6 (right). To demonstrate our prediction technique, the simplified
arena will be used in the following equations.

1 2 3

6 5 4

1 2 3

6 5 4

Fig. 6: A subset of an arena (left) and a simplified version (right).

The probability of a given set of detections for the example arena can be
expressed as:

P (d1, ... , di, ... , dn | example arena) (4)

where di : 1 for detection, 0 for no detection

i : square number, in order of traversal of robot

n : total number of squares in arena (6 in Fig. 6)

In this simplified example, the probabilities of a detection occurring in a spe-
cific square are assumed to be conditionally independent given that the existence
of the mines are known. In other words, neither the square color, existence of a
waypoint, nor the physical location of the squares is considered. This conditional
independence allows Equation 4 to be written as:

P (d1| {m1 = 0})× P (d2| {m2 = 1})× P (d3| {m3 = 1})×
P (d4| {m4 = 1})× P (d5| {m5 = 0})× P (d6| {m6 = 0})

= P (d = 1| {m = 0})d1+d5+d6 × (1− P (d = 1| {m = 0}))3−d1−d5−d6×
P (d = 1| {m = 1})d2+d3+d4 × (1− P (d = 1| {m = 1}))3−d2−d3−d4 (5)

where m : 1 for mine, 0 for no mine

To predict the total number of detections, we only require the conditional
probabilities of detection given the existence of the mines. Using this, the prob-
ability of observing a given number of detections can be expressed as:
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P (# detections = N | example arena)

= P (d1 + d2 + ... + dn = N | example arena)

=
∑

d1+...+dn = N

P (d1, d2, ... , dn | example arena)

=
∑

i+j=N

[

(
a

i

)
× P (d = 1| {m = 1})i × (1− P (d = 1| {m = 1}))a−i×

(
b

j

)
× P (d = 1| {m = 0})j × (1− P (d = 1| {m = 0}))b−j ] (6)

where a : number of squares with a mine

b : number of squares without a mine

i : number of true positives

j : number of false positives

N : predicted number of detections

For the multi-robot case, where individual observations are aggregated to
determine collectively if a mine is detected, Equation 6 above can be modified
by replacing P (d = 1|m = 1) and P (d = 1|m = 0) with the combined detec-
tion probabilities P (dcmb = 1|m = 1) and P (dcmb = 1|m = 0) respectively. This
probability is dependent upon the decision policy used, so each of the three
policies are presented below.

Policy 1. All robots must agree that there is a mine in a square (‘and’ logic).

P (dcmb = 1| {m}) = P (d1 = 1| {m})× ...× P (dr = 1| {m}) (7)

where r : number of robots

Policy 2. Any robot can identify a mine in a square (‘or’ logic). Note that
Equation 8 presents the two robot case, though this can be generalized.

P (dcmb = 1| {m}) =P (d1 = 1| {m})× P (d2 = 1| {m})+
P (d1 = 1| {m})× P (d2 = 0| {m})+
P (d1 = 0| {m})× P (d2 = 1| {m}) (8)

Policy 3. One robot’s observations are weighed more heavily than the others.
If operating independently, the combined probability would simply be the
probability of the more heavily weighted robot. In our scout/verification
role, however, robot ‘b’ (Mode 2) only scans the squares marked by robot
‘a’ (Mode 1) and verifies or dismisses the detections. This yields Equation 9.
Note that robot ‘a’ observations could be made by a single Mode 1 robot or
by multiple Mode 1 robots using decision policy 1 or 2.
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P (dcmb = 1| {m}) = P (da = 1| {m})× P (db = 1| {m}) (9)

It is observed that while policy 3 is operationally different from policy 1,
they are mathematically equivalent due to robot ‘b’s dependence on robot
‘a’s initial detection of a mine.

While Equation 6 provides an implementation to predict the number of de-
tections, the probabilities of our evaluation metrics (precision, recall, accuracy)
can also be derived. To modify Equation 6 for these metrics, the summing crite-
rion can be replaced with the corresponding expressions provided in equations
10-12. By exhaustively computing for all possible combinations of i and j, the
probability distributions of these quantities can be generated and a mean and
standard deviation produced.

Precision =
i

i+ j
(10)

Recall =
i

a
(11)

Accuracy =
i+ b− j
a+ b

(12)

Mission duration is also important to the overall performance evaluation of
a coordinated mission. As such, we have provided the following equations to
predict the mission duration under the homogeneous and heterogeneous team
configurations.

Homogeneous Mission. Mission duration for a homogeneous team will vary
depending on how the robots are deployed. If robot deployment is staggered,
and each robot will scan the entire minefield, mission duration will depend
greatly on the deployment interval. An equation for estimated mission du-
ration can be written as:

Mission Duration = X + Y ∗ (Z − 1) (13)

where X : single robot mission duration

Y : time between deployment

Z : number of robots

If it is desirable to deploy the robots with each only scanning a subsection
of the minefield, the expected mission time is X/Z. The difference between
these two mission strategies is that deployment in subsections will not im-
prove detection results, but only the mission duration. Deploying the robots
in a staggered fashion will improve detection results, but will require slightly
more time than an individual robot.
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Heterogeneous Mission. With a single Mode 1 robot, and without consid-
ering a staggered time delay, the Mode 2 robot is able to begin scanning
for mines immediately after it receives the coordinates of an observation to
verify. Since this team of robots is operating in parallel, the mission time
will be largely dependent upon the completion time of the first robot, with
additional time requirements dependent on the distribution of observations.
Should observations be made towards the end of the minefield, such as the
very last square scanned by Mode 1, the Mode 2 robot will need time to 1)
traverse to that square and 2) scan the square. Using the Mode 2 mission du-
ration results, the average mission duration of 530.70 seconds can be divided
by the 64 total squares scanned per run to yield a scan time of approxi-
mately 8.3 seconds per square. Because this robot is capable of traversing
at the same speed as Mode 1, we can divide the average mission duration
of 150.91 seconds by 64 squares to yield a traversal time of 2.3 squares per
second. Also, because of the physical constraints of the minefield, the Mode 2
robot should be no more than 11.3 squares away from the final mine scanned
(diagonal map distance). The expected run time is then equal to the Mode
1 scan time plus the traversal time plus the time to scan a mine. Assuming
a reasonable worst case scenario (average Mode 1 run time, mine in last
scanned position, Mode 2 furthest distance away) the expected run time for
this combined mission is approximately 185.20 seconds. To reiterate, how-
ever, this is highly dependent on the distribution of mine detections within
the minefield and may fluctuate greatly.

6 Coordinated Performance Evaluation

Coordinated missions were synthesized using the results from single robot runs.
This is not an unrealistic simplification if one can presume highly reliable locomo-
tion, collision avoidance, and very low probability of accidental mine detonation,
and allows us to focus on the information-theoretic aspects of the multirobot co-
ordination evaluations. For the homogeneous missions (Policies 1 and 2), 160
runs were completed to form a training/testing data set. These runs were com-
bined as if they had been run together (i.e., 8 runs = four missions with 2 robots
or two missions with 4 robots.). For the heterogeneous missions, an additional
160 runs were completed for the verifier role, while the homogeneous mission
results provided the data for the scout role. This was completed to synthesize
the timing of the communication of detections. It should also be noted that the
predictions presented were created with the arena model including both mine
existence and background color (cf. Section 5). Runs were partitioned into train-
ing and test sets. A set of 10 training runs was tested against 150 test runs;
20 training runs against 140 tests; and so on, until 80 training runs against 80
test runs were configured. The performance of our prediction algorithm across
10 train/test increments is illustrated by Fig. 7. Table 2 and Table 3 provide
the predicted and observed performance of the homogeneous and heterogeneous
missions.
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Table 2: Homogeneous Mission Performance vs. Predictions.

Policy # Robots Metric
Predicted Actual

Mean Std Mean Std

1

2
Precision 0.9458 0.0899 0.8657 0.1199
Recall 0.5062 0.1443 0.6623 0.1129
Accuracy 0.9016 0.0287 0.9153 0.0303
Duration (s) 165.31 5.869 167.13 4.186

3
Precision 0.9887 0.0786 0.9147 0.0981
Recall 0.3601 0.1386 0.6159 0.1058
Accuracy 0.8795 0.0261 0.9164 0.0256
Duration (s) 180.31 5.869 178.72 6.042

4
Precision 0.9706 0.1674 0.9295 0.0994
Recall 0.2562 0.1260 0.5778 0.1198
Accuracy 0.8605 0.0236 0.9125 0.0294
Duration (s) 195.31 5.869 191.10 4.310

2

2
Precision 0.5753 0.0833 0.6155 0.1140
Recall 0.9167 0.0798 0.8158 0.0481
Accuracy 0.8523 0.0442 0.8618 0.0516
Duration (s) 165.31 5.869 167.13 4.186

3
Precision 0.4989 0.0665 0.5505 0.0937
Recall 0.9760 0.0442 0.8370 0.0396
Accuracy 0.8057 0.0484 0.8336 0.0530
Duration (s) 180.31 5.869 178.72 6.042

4
Precision 0.4406 0.0549 0.5002 0.0852
Recall 0.9931 0.0240 0.8444 0.0430
Accuracy 0.7561 0.0518 0.8052 0.0557
Duration (s) 195.31 5.869 191.10 4.310

The most striking tendency that we observe is that the predictive capabil-
ity of our algorithm is sensitive to the initial quality of sensing of the robot
and the policy for combining evidence. Our algorithm was able to make better
predictions for the heterogeneous mission than for the homogeneous missions.
Policy 2 yielded better predictions than Policy 1. Policy 1 seemed to only per-
form tolerably well for the 2-robot mission. A χ2 (Chi-Squared) goodness-of-fit
test was completed, confirming that the predictions for Policy 1, teams 3 and 4,
are untenable and can be disregarded with 95% confidence.

It is possible to make near-100% predictions with a Policy 3 team of robots,
as the Mode 2 robot has near perfect detection capabilities. Predictions tend to
slightly overestimate Policy 3 precision and underestimate recall and accuracy.
With respect to Policy 2, it should be noted that performance improved uni-
formly for recall (both predicted and actual) as the number of robots increased,
whereas both precision and accuracy showed an inverse trend (both predicted
and actual) due to the policy favoring recall over precision. Interestingly, while
Policy 2 lends itself to better predictions by our methods, its numeric perfor-
mance estimates are less precise than actual.
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Table 3: Heterogeneous Mission Performance vs. Predictions.

Policy # Robots Metric
Predicted Actual

Mean Std Mean Std

3 2

Precision 0.9947 0.0250 0.9961 0.0203
Recall 0.6729 0.1354 0.7177 0.0961
Accuracy 0.9379 0.0256 0.9465 0.0182
Duration (s) 185.20 11.255 170.40 22.83
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Legend: (Policy # − Team Size)

Fig. 7: Predictor performance as a function of training set size.

Policy 1 showed the least tendency to be predictable. As could be expected,
it favors precision at the expense of recall, but also seems to introduce variance
that prohibits reliable predictions to be made as the number of robots increases.
Team configurations of 3 and 4 robots failed the χ2 test; only a team of 2 robots
was not excluded. Although its overall predictions are not statistically significant,
multirobot teams did show improved precision at detecting mines as the number
of robots increased. Further, the numeric predictions were within one standard
deviation of actual, unlike for recall for Policy 2.

7 Conclusions

In this article, we have proposed a method for predicting the behavior of a coor-
dinated robotic mission. This was completed through the performance evaluation
of an individual robot, where a specific set of behaviors could be quantitatively
evaluated. Coordinated missions were then defined such that coordination in-
volved the combination of observations from multiple robots. In defining how the
robots make observational decisions, it was shown that reasonable predictions
for the coordinated mission (relative to the atomistically evaluated behaviors)
could be produced. In being able to predict the behavior of a coordinated mis-
sion, overall testing time is reduced (because only atomistic testing is required)
while assurance statements can be made with regard to the performance of a
coordinated team.
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